
The Mouse – a story for speaker and orchestra 
This is a musical fairytale about a mouse that lives alone inside a monster machine he has built as 
a protection from the world. However, inside the machine the mouse feels lonely.  
 
One day a paradise bird lands on the monster. It's not afraid of the machine. The mouse has to 
choose if he scares away the new friend or if he gives up the protection given by the machine. 
 
The Mouse is composed for children and youngsters in mind. The story is supported by narration 
and pictures the music being in the focus. The movements are characteristic and short.  
 
The material includes charming pictures that can be projected onto the stage. 
 

1. Ouverture 
Once upon a time a long time ago there was a forest. The forest was great and green, and 
it was a home for many animals. But in this forest lived a terrible monster. The monster 
trampled the trees and flowers, and all the animals were afraid of it. 
 
2. The Machine 
None of the animals in the forest knew that the monster was in fact a machine built by a 
little mouse. The mouse was always afraid, and the monster machine was protecting it.  
Actually the mouse shouldn't have been so afraid of everything and everyone. But it 
was. The mouse lived inside the machine, and nobody knew anything about it. The 
mouse didn't dare to speak to anyone. That's why it was lonely. 
 
3. The Mouse 
At night the mouse went out to enjoy the flowers and the fresh air. The forest, flowers 
and sky were wonderfully beautiful. In the nature the mouse felt it was free. The 
freedom to be in the nature in the way mice usually are, made the mouse very happy. 
 
4. The Paradise Bird 
One morning the mouse woke up to a strange sound. A paradise bird had landed on top 
of the machine. The mouse had never seen a bird like that. The mouse wondered how 
the bird dared to approach the monster machine, because all the forest's animals were 
afraid of it. But the paradise bird wasn't. The bird found the machine exciting! The 
mouse was watching the paradise bird behind the window. The bird was miraculous 
and beautiful. But now the mouse had a problem: who would be afraid of a monster on 
which there would be a paradise bird sitting? 
 
5. The Nest 
The paradise bird stayed on the machine for a long time, and every day the little mouse 
was observing it. One day the mouse noticed that the bird started to build a nest 
on the monster machine. The mouse didn't know what to do. A monster, on which there 
would be a bird nesting, wouldn't be a real monster anymore. It would no longer be 
terrifying. A monster couldn't have any friends. The mouse didn't want to lose the 
protection of the machine. It decided to scare the paradise bird away and waited for the 
night. Then it began. 
 
6. The Mouse Ponders 
But the paradise bird didn't fly away. It was not afraid. The bird liked the machine. The 



mouse thought and thought. It was angry. The bird had arrived and spoilt its great 
monster machine. One should not build a nest on it! And yet, a feeling of hope was seen 
on the end of its whiskers: finally someone understood what a wonderful machine the 
mouse had built! But what should the mouse do? Should it talk with the bird? The bird 
couldn’t know that it was not allowed to build a nest on the machine unless it was told 
not to. Or should the mouse just sit in silence and wait for the worst to happen? And 
what would the worst be? The mouse pondered about what to do. The idea of facing the 
huge bird was scary. But its whole life’s work was at stake. Let’s see how things turn out. 
 
7. The Mouse Speaks with the Bird 
The bird greeted the mouse cheerfully. It liked the monster machine and was fascinated 
by it. The mouse was delighted from head to toe. It started to explain all about the 
monster, and soon the bird and the mouse became friends. All of a sudden the mouse 
felt very happy. And so, the mouse and the paradise bird began to live on the monster 
machine together as friends. 
 

8. Finale 


